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I. INTRODUCTION
This report describes a numerical procedure permitting the rapid determination
of the internal performance of a class of scramjet nozzle configurations. The
geometric complexity of these configurations rules out attempts to employ con-
ventional nozzle design procedures1 , wherein properties at the nozzle exit
plane are specified and wave cancellation techniques are then employed to de-
sign the wall surfaces. It is not feasible to stipulate exit conditions
a priori and wave cancellation techniques employing three dimensional character-
istics are beyond the current state of the art.
The approach developed is based on the construction of quasi two dimensional
simple wave networks, wherein lateral expansion effects are incorporated via
one dimensional approximations, as first suggested by Dr. Antonio Ferri 2. A
numerical procedure following this approach has been developed and results
obtained are highly comparable to those obtained employing a characteristic
procedure.
The numerical program developed permits the parametric variation of cowl length,
turning angles on the cowl and vehicle undersurface and lateral expansion and
is subject to fixed constraints such as the vehicle length and nozzle exit
height. The program requires uniform initial conditions at the burner exit
station and yields the location of all predominant wave zones, accounting for
lateral expansion effects. In addition, the program yields the detailed pres-
sure distribution on the cowl and vehicle undersurface and calculates the nozzle
thrust, lift and pitching moment.
Due to the differing techniques required for the calculation of frozen flows as
compared to equilibrium flows, two separate numerical programs have been de-
veloped. The first program analyzes constant y frozen flow fields and a listing
of this program is provided in Appendix II. The second program analyzes
equilibrium hydrogen-air flow fields via equilibrium curve fits and its listing
is provided in Appendix III. A complete program description is provided in
Appendix I. The frozen flow program computes a complete nozzle flow field in
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a fraction of a second while the equilibrium program has a running time of
several seconds on a CDC 6600, as compared to running times of the order of
a minute for a quasi two dimensional characteristic approach 3 and twenty
minutes for a three dimensional numerical calculation4
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II. NUMERICAL PROCEDURES
Consider a typical nozzle configuration as depicted in Figure (1), where the
lateral expansion distribution Z(x) may result from a combination of several
nozzles merging into a single nozzle. It is assumed in this preliminary
analysis that the jets after merging are bounded by sidewalls which extend
downstream of the merged section. The initial flow (at the burner exit) is
represented as an average uniform flow. The assessment of nonuniformities
at the entrance station may be obtained applying the numerical procedures de-
scribed in Reference (3).
For this configuration, the total amount of expansion from entrance conditions
is known (based on two dimensional considerations) at the grid points labeled
Vl, C1, A, B1 C, D, V3 , C3 , E2 , E3 , F and G and can be readily obtained at
points V2 , C2 , E1 and E4 . The numerical procedure predicts the location of
these grid points based on three dimensional flow considerations and ef-
fectively distributes the waves on the cowl and vehicle undersurface to assess
the pressure distribution. It should be noted that a significant amount of
the logical procedures in the numerical program are employed to distinguish
the varying types of wave situations that may be encountered. In the con-
figurations shown the expansion waves emanating from the cowl (at C1) and the
vehicle (at V1 ) are both only partially captured on the undersurface and cowl
respectively. Tv denotes the portion of the cowl expansion wave Avc captured
on the vehicle undersurface while c denotes that portion of the vehicle ex-
pansion wave Avv captured on the cowl. In other situations, these waves may
be totally captured or not captured at all, hence all these various situations
must be distinguishable and treated discretely.
Before treating the overall logic entailed in a nozzle calculation, the calcula-
tional procedure for a typical grid point will be described:
A. Frozen Flow Grid Point Calculation - Consider the calculational
procedure required to determine the location and properties of a point 3 (as
shown in Figure 2) where properties at 1 and 2 are known and 1-3 and 2-3 are
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characteristic surfaces. The total amount of expansion (Av3 ) based on two
dimensional considerations and the flow deflection (e3 ) is known at point 3.
Along 1-3 or 2-3 we have
Y3l,2 
-1E' ±(ab3Y,2 . _ [tan(o 1 2  1,2) + tan(e 3 ± 3)] (la,b)
3 1,2
Employing the two dimensional value of expansion Av3 (from initial condition
i) the Mach number M3 is obtained via the Prandtl-Meyer relation (where i de-
notes uniform initial flow properties at the burner exit)
/Y+1 +1y lAv3  3-i = ( t a n - 1 / (M )- tan -1 2y-)"(MI-1) )
(2)
-(tan-1 I2-1 - tan -1 VM-I1)3i
employing an iterative procedure to solve this transcendental equation for M3
Then, with the Mach angle determined
3 sin (1) (3)
3
Equations (la) and (Ib) yield a tentative location for point 3, and the area
ratio (A/A*)3 is calculated based on two dimensional considerations
y+1
,j + -I M2 2(y-1)
A7 M) 3 ( 2+1 3)(4)22
This ratio is corrected for lateral expansion by multiplying it by the ratio
Z3/Zi V-here the'-lateral expansion variable is expressed bya suitable poly-
nomial curve fit
Z(x) = Ax2 + Bx-+:C (5)
where Z3 = Z(x3 ) and Zi denotes the lateral extent of the nozzle at the initial
station.
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(A *3 3 * Z3/i (6)
Then, the three dimensional corrected Mach number is obtained by replacing the
two dimensional area ratio in Equation (4) by the three dimensional value
given by Equation (6), and solving Equation (4) for M3  by an iterative
process. Equations (ia) and (ib) are resolved using te corrected Mach angle
133D and the entire procedure is repeated until two successive values of x3are within a prescribed tolerance.
A similar procedure is used to determine properties at grid points on boundaries
with Equation (la) or (Ib) replaced with an equation describing the body geom-
etry. Desired variables (P, T etc.) are then simply obtained by isentropic,
constant y expansions from initial conditions.
B. Equilibrium Flow Grid Point Calculation - The geometric location
of point 3 is obtained employing Equations (la) and (ib) just as for the
frozen calculation. The known two dimensional value of expansion Av3 is sub-
divided into a series of small Av. increments. The initial value of isen-
J
tropic exponent r is obtained from
r = r (P, , h) (7)
where Equation (7) has been curve fit for equilibrium hydrogen-air as described
in Reference (5).
The characteristic compatibility relation
d .ln P du =0 (8)
r ~sinu cosp(
applied across the interval Avj yields the pressure, holding r and p equal to
their values at the start of the increment. The density is obtained from the
isentropic pressure-density relation
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P/p = constant (9)
The velocity is obtained from the Bernoulli relation;
d P+ 1 dV2 = 0 (10)
p 2
the enthalpy from the constancy of stagnation enthalpy;
h + k V2 = H = constant (11)2
and the Mach number from;
M = V/a; a = (-) (12)
where r has been reevaluated employing Equation (7). This procedure is re-
peated in small steps Avj until the full wave Av3 has been integrated.
Having the two dimensional value of M3 , point 3 can be tentatively located
employing Equations (la) and (Ib). Then, the two dimensional area ratio
can be computed from mass flow considerations
(A3/Ai) = pV /3V 3  (13)2D i 3
Since the effective area based on three dimensional considerations is
(A3/Ai ) = (A3/Ai) * Z3/Zi (14)
3D 2D
the product p3 V3 must be divided by Z3/Zi to conserve mas-s.flow
Zi
(p3 V3 ) ( 3 ZV3) * (15)3D 2D 3
Then an iteration procedure is performed to determine the value of three dimen-
sional expansion (Av3 ) 3D the correct value being that which yields (p3 V3)3D
after application of the integration procedure of Equations (7) thru (12 ),3D
and an update of the location of point 3 using Equations (la) and (1b).
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III. DETERMINATION OF NOZZLE FLOW FIELDS
A nozzle calculation is performed subject to the following constraints:
1. The initial profile is uniform. For the frozen flow (con-
stant y) calculation this requires specification of the pres-
sure Pi. flow deflection angle ei, Mach number Mi , and spe-
cific heat ratio y. For the equilibrium calculation one must
specify Pi ei, Mi, the temperature Ti and the fuel-air
equivalence ratio i'"
2. The initial turning at the vehicle undersurface (LAvv) and cowl
(AVc ) occur via sharp corners as depicted in Figure (1).
3. The wall segments downstream of these sharp corners remain
straight until the expansion waves emanating from the cowl
and vehicle undersurface reach the walls (points V3 and C3 of
Figure 1).
4. The nozzle exit height is specified v2-y c2).
5. The recompression on the vehicle undersurface (between V3 and
V2) is parabolic while the cowl between C3 and C2 is straight.
6. The lateral expansion Z(x) is specified via a geometric curve
fit.
7. The cowl length and vehicle length are specified.
The numerical logic employed in the parametric design procedure is to treat
the cowl length (xc2-xcl) and the vehicle undersurface expansion A v as para-
metric variables for fixed values of cowl turning Avc, nozzle exit height,
lateral expansion and vehicle length. Initially, a short cowl length should be
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chosen such that the expansion waves from the vehicle expansion fan miss the
cowl. For this cowl length, the value of the vehicle undersurface expansion
wave is varied in small increments, the minimum amount of turning being that
which introduces no recompression in the region V3 to V2 (i.e., the under-
surface is flat) to a value for which the recompression produces zero deflec-
tion at the end of the vehicle. This is illustrated in Figure (3). Then the
cowl length is increased in specified increments and the entire procedure is
repeated.
For a given nozzle configuration, the calculational procedure is as follows:
1. Grid points A, B, U and D are calculated following the
procedure described in the previous section. The two
dimensional values of expansion from initial conditions
and flow deflection angles at these points are:
AV A = 0 , eA = ei
AvB AVC, 0B = 0i - Avc
AvC = AvV, O = ei + AV
AVD = AVC + A , D = ei+Avv - vC
2. The amount of the vehicle expansion wave captured on the cowl (c)
is determined by an iterative procedure. A value of 'c is
assumed which yields the location of grid points T and W as de-
picted in Figure (1). The correct value of T c is that for which
the wave from W intersects the end of the cowl precisely. A
linear error extrapolation routine is used to speed convergence
of this iterative process. Having determined ic, the two dimen-
sional expansion at the end of the cowl (assuming no recompressions
between C3 and C2 ) is
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Avc2 A vc + 2Tc
since the portion of the wave captured is fully reflected.
3. The amount of the cowl expansion wave captured on the vehicle
undersurface i v is determined by a similar iterative procedure
and the two dimensional expansion at the end of the vehicle
is given by
V 2 v v + 2Tv + Ar
where the recompression Avr is given by
Avr = .
r v2  v3
Note that for given nozzle parameters, the equation for the para-
bolic recompression between V3 and V2 is determined in the course
of the numerical calculations. Specification of the cowl length
and expansion Avc yields xc and yc ; the nozzle length and exit
height yields x and Yv a~d the vhicle turn Av yields xv and
Yv Hence, the2parabol3 is determined for each case satisfying
th conditions
y and e specified at x
3  v3
Yv2 specified at x2
(where ev3 = ei + VV).
4. The determination of the exit profile (E0-E5) is highly dependent
on the particular configuration being studied. For the case de-
picted in Figure (1), the cowl and vehicle expansion waves are
partially captured resulting in a zone of uniform two dimensional
wave strength between E2 and E3 (AvE2 AVE3 = AVv + Ac). Points
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E and E4 have this value of expansion and additionally re-
ceive portions of the reflected waves. Hence, the two di-
mensional value of expansion experienced at E1 is given by
Av = Av + Av + f* T
E1 v1 C1
where (YE -c2)
f = 1 2
while that at E4 is given by





The corresponding flow deflection angles are:
e i + Av - Av - f* cE i v 1 ci c1 
e e. + Av -V Avc + g* (v + Av )
4 1  1
Now consider the wave configuration depicted in Figure (4) (where
the F point and G point are downstream of the exit plane and
hence not required in the calculational procedure). In this situa-
tion, the two dimensional value of expansion experienced at EI is
given by
Av = Av + T + f (Av - )
E c 1 i v c1 1 1
Yp -Yc
where f 1 2
yE2 c2
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while that at E4 is given by





The corresponding flow deflection angles are:
6 =e - Av + T + f* (Av - )
E 1 c c 1 v c
e =. + v - g * (AV - ).
The program developed analyzes both these wave configurations and combinations
of the two. In addition, it can analyze cases where the full cowl expansion
is captured on the vehicle undersurface as depicted in Figure (5), and cases
where no region of uniform two dimensional wave strength on the exit plane
exists as depicted in Figure (6). For these latter cases, not all points at
the exit plane are computed by the program due to the logical complexities
imposed by the wide variety of wave configurations that may occur.
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IV. DETERMINATION OF THRUST, LIFT AND PITCHING MOMENT
The thrust, lift and pitching moment are determined by a combination of in-
tegrating the pressure distribution on the cowl and vehicle undersurface and
by a momentum flux calculation. Referring to Figure (1), the pressure dis-
tribution on the vehicle undersurface between V1 and V3 and on the cowl be-
tween C1 and C3 are readily determined since the two dimensional values of.
expansion on these surfaces are constant (Av and Avc respectively). Then,
the pressure is determined by accounting for lateral eipansion by the pro-
cedure described in Section II (i.e., by employing Equations (1) - (6) for
frozen flows and Equations (7) - (15) for equilibrium flows with the value
of two dimensional expansion being constant on each surface).
Since the lift and pitching moment are quite sensitive to the pressure dis-
tribution the expansion fans from the cowl and undersurface must be dis-
tributed properly in the region V3 to V2 on the undersurface and C3 to C2 on
the cowl. For points on the vehicle undersurface (as depicted in Figure 7)
the value of two dimensional expansion at a point x* is given by
* * *
AV v +  r + 2T
where
* *




* ( tan- x 1 / - 1.* tan (v) (16)
x*-x _ (x -x v
1
*
In the above relation Tr varies from o to Tv over the interval x to x .2 If
the full wave is captured on the undersurface as depicted in Figure (5), then
*
Swould vary from o to Trv in the interval x to x which is affected in
v v 3 * v4Equation (16) by replacing xv2 by x . Then T =v between x v4 and x .
Similarly, for points on the cowl (Figure 8) the value of two dimensional ex-
pansion at a point x is given by
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Av = Avc + 2rc
where
(x -x ) 1(x 3xan - 1I 3v c3-X1l
=tan I1 / (x vx)  - 1 * tan( c)  (17)(x- x v)cv
In this relation T varies from o to T in the interval xc  to x . Knowing
the two dimensional values of expansion, the pressure disiributign accounting
for lateral effects is obtained as previously described.
The lift is determined solely from the pressure distribution on the cowl and
vehicle undersurface assuming that the internal walls and side flow fences
provide no contribution. Then, the lift is given by the integration
v2  xc2
L =  (P-P) Z(x) dx - (P-P) Z(x) dx (18)
x1 x
The values of thrust and pitching moment contributed by the cowl and vehicle
undersurface are-given by
v 2  





M =- (P-P,) Z (y-) dy + (P-P) Z (x-x) dx
Yv x vv )v 1  (20)
+ y c 2 (P-P) Z (y- ) dy - xv2 (P-P.) Z (x-R) dx
SYcI XvI
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where (,) is the origin for the pitching moment.
To assess the sidewall contributions to the thrust and pitching moment,
momentum conservation integrals must be applied at the entrance and exit
planes of the nozzle since the sidewall pressures are not explicitly cal-
culated in the analysis. Before calculating these integrals, the exiting
and entering mass flux must be compared since slight discrepancies in mass
flow can yield substantial errors in momentumintegrals. The mass flux is
given by
p V sin(es-e)4 = Z dy (21)
y sines
where es represents the inclination of the plane of integration with respect
to the horizontal (i.e., for the exit plane depicted in Figure 1,
es = tan- 1 ((y -yc )/(x -x )). To perform an integration over the exit
plane where pro ert es ar on y known at the discrete points Eo-E5 , the two
dimensional value of wave strength is linearly distributed between E points
and properties are obtained at these interpolated points following the pro-
cedures outlined in Section II. The properties are corrected to yield the
correct existing mass flow as follows for frozen flow.
Let R = 2/k 1 represent the ratio of exiting to entering mass flux as determined
by the integration of Equation (21). For frozen flows, the mass flux can be
expressed solely in terms of the Mach number distribution
SD(M)sin(e-e)
S. ine s  Z dy (22)
where
D(M) (I + M2) (v+ 1)/2 (y- 1)
0(M) = M(i + 1 M2) (23)
Then, at all points on the exit profile D(M) is corrected by division by R
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D (M) = D(M)/R
and the corrected Mach number is found by solving the transcendental equa-
tion (Equation 23) for M by an iterative procedure; then, desired proper-
ties are obtained by standard isentropic expansions
_Y_
1+ -1 M2  y-12P = P (24)
1 + Y1 M'
2
2
S 1 + 1-71 M2
T = T 2 (25)
1 +~ 7-1-M2
S1 2
For equilibrium calculations, at all points on the exit plane, the product
(pu) is divided by R
(pu) =
R
and the value of Av is sought that produces this change. Hence, an iterative
procedure is employed wherein the value of Av at all points on the exit planeI
is perturbed to produce the corrected product (pu) employing Equations (7) -
(12).
Then, having corrected the mass flow by modification of properties at the exit
plane, the momentum flux is given by
S pV2sin(e -e) cose + (P-P) sine
Fx sines zdy (26)
y
which for frozen flow, simplifies to
S yPM2sin(e-e) cose + (P-P.) sine
Fx = sines sI zdy (27)
y
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Then, the total thrust is given by
Th = Fx2-Fx1 (28)
where 1 and 2 represent integrations over the entrance and exit stations re-
spectively. The thrust attributed to the sidewalls is then given by
Thsw =Th - Th (29)
The pitching moment is given by
M = PM2 - PM1  (30)
where
PM = f x(y-y) - fy (x-X)] zdy (31)
and pV2sin(e 
-e) cose + (P-P )sine
fx =  sine s  (32)
pV2sin(e 
-e) sine + (P-P )cose
fy = sines (33)
S
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V. SAMPLE CALCULATIONS
To assess the validity of the developed program, a comparison was made with
the source flow characteristic program described in Reference (3). The noz-
zle configuration and resultant wave field (as determined from the parametric
design program (NOZD))is depicted in Figure (9). The data at various points
in the flow field is given in Table I. A comparison of the pressure distribu-
tions downstream of the cowl and undersurface expansion fans is depicted in
Figure (10). The source flow characteristic program (NOZBOD) had the source
located at x = - 20 and had the sharp turns at the cowl and undersurface occur
over a distance Ax = .15. The source flow program calculates frozen chemistry
via appropriate curve fits while the wave program calculates constant y frozen
flows. It should be noted that the program NOZD required .4 seconds for this
calculation as compared with 55 seconds for NOZBOD, indicating that the ratio
of running times for frozen flow calculations is of the order of 140 to 1. The
pressure distribution as calculated by NOZD shows excellent agreement with the
second order source flow calculations of NOZBOD and the thrust values as cal-
culated by the two programs agreed to within one percent. Additionally, de-
picted in Figure (10) are the corresponding pressure distributions on the cowl
and undersurface for the equivalent nozzle with no lateral expansion. The
data at various points in the flow field for this calculation are given in
Table II.
To illustrate the parametric design process, a two dimensional calculation was





For these constraints, the cowl length was systematically varied from 3 to 9
and for each cowl length the vehicle undersurface expansion was varied in one
degree increments as depicted in Figure (3).
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The initial conditions for this case are:




and P = 23.1 lb/ft 2
The thrust is plotted versus vehicle turning angle with the cowl length as
a parameter in Figure (11), and the lift is plotted in Figure (12).
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VI. CONCLUSIONS
The numerical program developed should be a useful tool in rapidly assessing
the affects of varying dominant parameters on scramjet exhaust nozzles. The
results obtained by this program compare favorably with more precise analytical
methods with a considerable savings in overall running time. While the current
program cannot analyze all possible configurations, it is felt that once a user
gains familiarity with the program, changes to accommodate other configurations
can readily be made.
Undersurface /
cco




*[Note that Av is the wave strength of an expansion fan, not the geometric angle
between initial and final rays.]
- ) (Effective Lateral Distribution)
CD
FIGURE 1. TYPICAL NOZZLE CONFIGURATION
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FIGURE 2. GRID POINT CALCULATION




FIGURE 4. F AND G POINT DOWNSTREAM OF EXIT PLANE
C-1
FIGURE 5. FULL COWL WAVE CAPTURED .- _ .E
ON UNDERSURFACE ,'
.,1 / / 7i.
-FIGURE 6, NO UNIFORM WAVE ZONE ON EXIT PLANE
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FIGURE 9. WAVE PATTERN IN THREE DIMENSIONAL COMPARISON CALCULATION o






FIGURE 10, COMPARISON OF PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS WAVE PROGRAM VS, CHAR PROGRAM






FIGURE 11, THRUST VARIATION WITH COWL LENGTH AND VEHICLE
EXPAiSION ANGLE








FIGURE 12, LIFT VARIATION WITH COWL LENGTH AND VEHICLE
EXPANSION
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2
F2 8 1527E 00 1 01OE 00 1 onooE,00 1 2P3AF.O1 068 2F00 4 7738E.01 5 6430E+01 4 6074E,+02
F3  1:n773E+01 2:5P5E+00 1:0000E+00 1:2A34F-01 q:0682E+00 4:7738E-01 5:6430F+01 4:6074E+02
F4  1o.AO+Ol 2.8?AF+0o0 i. 0 00E+0 0  E-0301 0  07 97E+O 0  4 7922 01 5.568
5 F+01 4.5899r+024 -01oF 0 •-P 57 0 .......... '1Oi6EOt-O- 99 7 ..0 4 )P ,  , 6 £ n
ES 1,5000E,01 5 11p4E00 1 O0000E 00 1 9371F01 4,9023F.00 4 50i6E.0l 6.8504F,01 4.8698E,02
TABLE II DATA FOR TWO DIMENSIONAL SAMPLE CALCULATION
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2. Ferri, A., Dash, S., and Del Guidice, P.,"Methodology for Three Dimen-
sional Nozzle Design," ATL TR 195, March 1974.
3. Del Guidice, P., Dash, S. and Kalben, P., "A Source Flow Characteristic
Technique for the Analysis of Scramjet Exhaust Flow Fields," ATL TR
186, March 1974.
4. Dash, S. and Del Guidice, P., "Three Dimensional Nozzle-Exhaust Flow
Field Analysis by a Reference Plane Technique," AIAA Paper No. 72-704,
June 1972.
5. Dash, S. and Del Guidice, P., "Analysis and Design of Three Dimensional
Supersonic Nozzles," ATL TR 166, October 1972.




Card 1 (Format 8E10.0)
Column 1-10 P (initial pressure, lb/ft2)
11-20 Th (initial flow deflection angle, radians)
21-30 EM (initial Mach numberl- frozen for frozen deck, equilibrium for
eqyili rjum dec
31-40 T (initial emperakre, degrees Rankine)
* For Frozen Deck
41-50 G (specific heat ratio y'- frozen)
51-60 WGAS (molecular weight)
61-70 PINF (external pressure P0 , lb/ft2
* For Equilibrium Deck
41-50 PHI (fuel-air equivalence ratio D)
51-60 PINF (external pressure P., lb/ft2
Card 2_(Format 8E10.0)
Column 1-10 XV1 (XV1 of Figure 1, ft)
.11-20 YV1 (YV)
21-30 XV2 (Xv2
31-40 XC1 (XC )
41-50 YC1 (Yc )
51-60 XC2 (XC 2
61-70 DYV (vehicle exit height YV2-YC2
71-80 DNUC (Avc-cowl turning angle-degrees)
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Card 3
Column 1-5 (15) ICF-number of different cowl lengths to be executed
6-15 (E10.0) DXC-increment to be added to original cowl length XC2
16-20 (15) JTF-number of vehicle turning angles to be run for
each cowl length
21-30 (E10.0) DTH-increment for vehicle turning angle in degrees
31-35 (15) IPR-print option
IPR=O prints properties on undersurface and cowl
IPR=1 suppresses above printout
36-40 (15) IPOLY-polynomial print option
IPOLY=0 prints polynomial coefficients of wall surfaces
in form suitable for running program NOZBOD
(Reference 3)
IPOLY=1 suppresses above printout
Card 4 (8E10.0)
Column 1-10 XSHF (X location of origin for moment calculation)
11-20 YSHF (Y location of moment origin)
Card 5 (8E10.0)
Column 1-10 AZ coefficients of lateral expansion quadratic
11-20 BZ 221-30 CZ Z(X)=AZ*X +BZ*X+CZ
21-30 CZ (where Z(X) is ratio of lateral nozzle extent
C at X station to that at initial station)
B. Output
The output is readily understood by referring to the figures in the report.
If the F point or G point falls downstream of the nozzle exit station Eo-E5,
this is indicated in the printout by "No F Point" or "No G Point" respectively.
If there is no uniform two dimensional wave zone, the exit line is not com-
puted. The percentage thrust loss is based on the calculation of the ideal
thrust using one dimensional considerations based on the entrance and exit
area projections onto planes X=constant (i.e., Aexit=(YV2-YC2)*(ZV2+ZC 2)/2).
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3. RHEQ-density fit in equilibrium deck p=RHEQ(P,T,t)
4. FGAM-isentropic fit in equilibrium deck r=FGAM(P,T,t)
5. FH-static enthalpy fit in equilibrium deck h-FH(P,T,p)
TR 188
APPENDIX II
LISTING OF FROZEN FLOW PROGRAM












nIMENSION P2(1b) TH2(10) sEM.2(bn) T2(lo) ,G2(jIo) X2(10) .y2(l0)
OTMENsION HOL(11)qHOLE(6)vDNUE(j0)
PATA HOL-E/2HE0,2HE192HE?,2HE3,7HE4,2HF5/





PE-AD(qqo0) P1(1) ,TH1 (1) EM1 c1' 9T1(1) ,G1 (1)'.wGASPINF
00 10A 1=293





PG A S pG/ WGAS
TAL1Pr>~o.
PEAO(rglo0) XV1gyV1 9XV29XCleyClgXC29Dy'V9DNUC
PEAD)(c;95921) ICF 9 DXCJTFvDTH, IPR, IPOLY
59R1 rORMV1 C 59E10.onT59Eb0.0,2I5)
PEADUt,9100) XSHFtYSHP
DN LIC pN UC /5703
RFAD(r;9lo0) AZqR79CZ
7Cl=AZ4*XCl*XC16B7*XClCZ





1020 FORMAT( 20X*'F R 0 7 E N F L 0 W N 0 7 7 L E n E 5 I G N*)
WRITE(940 Pl l 'THJi ~ EMI ef~~gl ei~,1(ji WGASPINjF
400 FORMAT ( ///I0X,*INITIAL PPOFTLF*//'4X*PPEOSUPE*7X* THETA*8X*MACH*
1 6X*TFMPERATURE*5X*GAMMA*7X*MOL WT*8X*roINF*?E 13.5)




5923 FOMTgymMN AXIS*/12X*X '*F13*5/i2X*Y ='E1S.5///)
WRITE (6,100 1) AZ 9BZo CZ
1001 FOPMAT(qX*LATEPAL- EXPANSION FQIIATTON*/9X9P2HZ(X) =AZ*X**2+BZ*X+CZ
1/12X*AZ =*E13*q3/12x*BZ =*E13,5/1'2x*CZ =*E13.5)







6364 FORMAT(1H131X*TDEAL THRUST =*Ej2.4)






































TA U CRAT * NU V
!F(RAT*GT*Io0) Go TO 6000
FON[U)W ~ N U C+TAU C
CALL pm(FM(1)*DmuWEMWG(j),
THW=THC3+TAUC
CALL FIX XC 3 9yC3*THC3XMUC39xT,TTtBnoxMUan9 XWVWTHWXMUw9 EMwg
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IF(1T7*E0*1.ANfl.YV2TeGEoV) Gn TO 547
FZ&'vT-YV2
TF(ARSC(l7),LT,. 0 O3)GO TO 540
IF(U)NwCEQeLV*) GO TO 540

















TF(XFGT.XFT) rO TO 300
rALL FIX(XF'tYFITHF#XMI)FgXC29YCpoTHE90.tXE29Y-E29THE2*XMUE2#EME29





368 CONT T m(JE*
PAT=(YEi-YC2)/(YE2-YC2)





TF(ITFI*FQ-l) GO TO 369
TTE1=1






















TF(ITAUmEl) r-O TO 311
XG=X.Y % YG=YY T THG=THY EMG=rMY $ XmUG=XMI.jy
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Go To 39p8
311 CONIT T KiUE
THG =THE I $ EMG =EME 3 ; T V XM V , gy T r o m oE GCALL FIX (XDYDTHDtXMUIDgxV3,yV3,H3~U3'GYHMGEG
FmGT=EMFI
CALL FIX (xC2,yC2,THEg, xV3,yVV3THV3,xMUV3,xGTyGTITHGXMUGTEMGT,
TF(XG.GT.XGiT) cO TO 350
3588 OnmTT~iUF
CALL FIX (XC29Yc2.THEtoo 9XG9YG9THGXMUG9XE3,YE3,THE3,XMUE39EME3,
mrl ( 1 I
70GFTZ(XG)
TF(YE39LF*YER) GO TO 359
SLE4 cTAN (THG+XmUn)





CALL pM(FM1 (1) ,DNUE4,EME4GI(1*))
THE4=TH1(1)+DNI-JV-.NUC.(1.-RAT)4(TAURV.TAU)
CALL FIX (X(gY(3THGXM1UGXC2,YC?,THE 90sqXE4,YE49THE49xMUE4,)EME4q




TF(ITAU.RFO0) GO TO 360






TAU RV'4=T H V 4-T H i3






IF(AR.5(ERV4).LT*1.E'03) GO TO 161
CALL ROR(3 619ITV 4 9xV 4 9ERV4910 1,XV4 10 ERV41')
7V4=CFTZ (XV4)
TF(ITV4-EQ.1) GO TO 361
sO To 36?
361 r.NLUE4=DNHV4
TFCYE19LEE.YE2) GO TO 460
rAL.L- PM(FM(1)qDNUE 4 9EME4,ol~l'j)
T4E 4 =T HV 4
CALL pIX (XC2,YC2,THE,0. 9Y~TV99U4X~tE9H49MJ~
1FmF'4 ,G1(1))
G~o To 360
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350 CONTNUE
TT4=0
c.ALL FIX (XDYDgTHr~gXMUJDXC2,YC,,9THE,0, 'XE3-Y-E3PTHE3,xmUE3,EME39
3131 (1) )
TF(YEio3.FYE2) Go TO 460
SLE4=TANICTHV3-Xmtjv3)












TF(YE3 Ol.E.YE2) GO TO 460
Y2(1)=XC2 S X2c?)=XE1 $ X2 U5)=YF2 $ XP(4)zXF3 $ X2(5)='XE4
x? (6) =XVp
y?()-C $ 22-F1 23y2 s Y?(4)=YP3 s y2(9i'yE4
Y;-(61=YVP s EM?(1)=EMEO0 $ EM?(?)=EME1 $ EM2)3)=EmE-2 $ EM2(4)=EME3
FM2(5)=EtAE4 S FMP(6)=FMES $ THP(1)=THFO $ TwP~(2)=THF1
T[4?(31=THE 2 $ TH2(4)=THE3 $ THP(5)=THr4 $ TH?(6)=;*HF5






72(I) =A7'*X2 (1**?+BZ*X2 (1) CZ
160 CONTINUE
THS1=1"5707963
THS2=ATANC (YV2-YC2)/ xv2-xC?) )
XMASPl(l)*Eml(1)/SQRT(T'6:1'))*SN(THS1..THIc1))/SINc(j.HSI)*ZI*








991 FOPMA *T(* YE3 *LF*YE2*)
461 CONTIN'UF
wRTE (6*1 004) xCpDNUVvDNUCqTAii, AUCqTA[JRVqTAUlPC
1004 VORMAT( 3 2X*yC 2  =*El2,4/ 2X*DNUv =*pi?. 4 /32X*D~ILjC -.-E1 2,4/
132X*TAU =*E1?,4/ 32X*TAUC =*E12,4/32X*T~tJRV =*E12.4/32X*TAURC
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14Fl2.4///)
IIRTTF(691003)
1003 FOP IAT(IX*PTo*6X*X*11X*Y*IIX*Z* 8x*THFTA*7x MACH*8x*DmU2D*/)
WPTTE'(693002)HOL(J)tXV19YVI97VIgTHV19FMV19DKIU\l9HOL(;))*XCIIPYClg
17CItTyCloEmClgr)NIJCvHOI-(3)9''AtYAgZAgTHAoF-MA;,r) IUAgHOL(4loXF34ysozsq





Jo05 F0RMAT(20X*N0 F PoINT*)
TF(XF.LF*,xFT) i.)RITE(6,1002)HOL(9),XFtYF,,ZF, HFgEmFnN-UD
TF(XG.GTXGT) WRTTE(691o06)























9 9 2 rOPM tiT (*THv2 -LT - 0*)
490 C01\1T T mUE
6000 r0f\IT T NUF'
50OU rONTT.rjUF
FND
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.,,UBRmiT!;\iE CH4kp
COMMO, J/A/Pl (3) oTHI (3) vEill (3) 9AI (3) 9G1 (3)
COM"ONI/H/XAgyAyR!,ybqXCgyCqXD-P, ng
1T iATHt39THCgTtir)gEiviAtEtHgEN)CgEMi-).IXMUAgYMU89XNAUCgXMUD
rOMMONI/C/DlqL)V tnf\,ItjC 9,XC 1 9 YCJ 9 XVJ 9 YV I 9UNtIL
X M U 1 A S I I E 1. ( 1
THA=THIM
CALL FIX(X( ItYCIgTtii(l),X lit-)19XV19YVi9THI(l)gXMUl9
IXAqYATHA9xfOlt)AEMAqG)
THR=T 4A-0NUC
CALL PM O Ml *UMUC 9EMHtG)
EMR I =Ff"(i
XMIJBIAS TN ( 1 ./.Mi j
CALL FIX(XC19YCIgTHdgXMUH19XAtYA9THAgXMUAgXRtYI39THBoX AoBgEM69(3)
THC=Ti-ii . I ) +DIIU\J
CALL PH (EM1 I j0NuV9EMC9G)
E r
x m C 1 -- A s I N E r! C, I
CALL -"IX(XAgyi 9T IA9AtiLjAgXV19YV.19THCOXmUC19XCvYC9THCgXKuCgEMCOG.)
6U. DN(Jt) =nf tjv +t)f\,k]C
CALL I'M (F-Ml -ONLA) tEMO 96)
TIIC=T jl ( I )
CALL P*lx(xi3gytjTi-fHgX ItJHgXCoyCgTHC9,KMUrpyDgyDTHOXMUDgEMDoCt)
















































































































TF(IPP8F0oi) Go TO 53






















































XA=XB $ YA=YB S 'tA=ZB $ PA=PP
EMA=EmB
PX=PA-&PTfjF
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pX=PX/PTNF








WRTTE(6,420 3 ) XLIF
4203 FOPMAT(///20X*TOTAL LIFT =*E12.4)
wRITF(6,1008) yTH
1008 FORMAT(/20X*THPUST (FROM COWL AND VEHICLE UNDERSURFACE) *FE1294)
wRITE(694206) YmoM
4206 FORMAT(/?0X*MOMENT (FROM COWL AND VEHICLE UNDERSURFACE) =*E12,4)
IF(THX.LT*1.E+n9) GO TO 4201
WRITE(694200)
4200 FORMAT(/20X*EXIT PROFILE AND ThRUST AND MOMENT (FROM SIDE wALLS) N
10T CALCULATED,*)
GO TO 4212
4201 IF(THx.GT.0,) n0 TO 4205
WRITE(6,4204) THX
4204 FORMAT(/?OX*THRUST (FROM SIDE WALLS) =*E12,4)
PMOM1O0
WRTTE(694211) PMOM1









WRTTF( 6 915 6 3) PTHL
1563 FOPMAT(/40X*PERCENT THRUST LOSS =*F6,3)
RETURN
END
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SUR~OtTINE XTH (X?,Y2,TH2,D)NUF,FM1 ,G1,PTOTTTOTTHS20
.ITHXlt XMASst-HX)
rIMENFsIONI XNU(t0) ,X(5O) ty(50) 97(50) ,EM(S0) 9r( 5O) TH1(5 ) T(50)
COMMON-,/P /PINF
COMmON/D?/AZ987,CZ








j 2 1 *r,
t00 20 J=j1tj2
JFIFNDrEx,EQ,l) GO TO 86
PAT=FLOAT (J-Jl) /FLOAT (J2-JI)
xN(J) DNU()4R T*(2 1) ,x2(I+ ) )NU ( )









10 CO NTT IU E









F2=P (I)*CU +DiUM*COS(TH (Ifl)*7 (T)
W?=P(T)*(U/1AN(THS2)*DUJM*SIN(T 4(I)) )*7 CI)
THX2=THX?-6eb*(F1+F2)*(y (1)-V (T-1))
fltjml=.5*CFl*CY(IIn)-YSHF)+F2*(v(X)-YSHF))
nlUM2= *5* (Wi * Cx C I) XSHF*) W-* (V(I) -XSHF))
Pm mpo +D M -IJ2 * Y I - (- )
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. . . RETURN
END
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SUEkoUTNE Ei-3r A,EmXXG)
COMMON/1D3/ ALHZOCZ
S= AZ *Xy* X +L~/* X+C
Y= (G /- I) /2.fAE)*G
A=Y*Z
Ffx F *S OR I, (Z)
iT fA= I1
10AT=( I .+(G-.I/?*EMA*EMX )**(,NJ
ERM=A(Ar- A,) /A
IJF (AR,(Fivi )L(.],.E-03) 60 TO ?i
CALL FRR (1 U I Tm EmX q Lmj 1.1 qEmX19Epml)
(-1Q TO 10
20 CONT I NUE
RETU~i\
FND
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s;uRPoI..JrINjE FX~' (X yTH , XMUix2.Y2,TH~,XMU?,X3,Y3,TH3,XMU3,EM3,G)
SL2=rA N ( T~e-Xvit 12)
CALL GU I(Xi ,YJ.,SL1 ,gXe,Y2,SL29 X- ,Y3)
10U rONT 'I ,Ur
CALL Ei'13F) (tMH3 9 "I3NA3 9 G)
SL13s 12 a+o b*T A N(TH3+XivU3)
TF ( Xmilq F'..0 0 !:L I 3=SL1
SL23 cSL2/e?., *A(H3-XMVU3)
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SURRO~IJT.IE PfN (EMl 1 9 NIJ tEHR eG)
xm1=ThRT (Lm**?_1,)
rM2=LvNU/ ( 1,s 5-X ',U 1) (6. -EA 1) +EM 1
IT3=1
iJU XH 2=S0RT(E.M2 **P..l )
v)NJTG-(*(AT (TAqTAN1(MI/G) )+A TAN(AM I)A TAN (XM?)
IF(,4SNU)LT*I,.-0 4 ) cO To 20
CALL ERPRN3,T3,EtdERNLJ1, 11 EM21 ,EPNU1)
()O To) If'
20 coNTINIUF
P.ET U Ri r
ENDl
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SURRo1JTINE POLY (XV1 ,YV1 tTHI XV3 ,THV3,XV2,THV2,
COMMNrI/y/A11,g~.2A,A1.A21A22,A3A3,AJi,A33
P M~' 1 N1 A (10(~) ,y(10)9Tfrl(10)
T (IPOLY..l) 60 TO 20
X (2)=X~VI+o01* (XV?-XV1)
y, (3) x v3
x (4) =XV2
TH.( 2 ) =TH/ 3
T H (3) T-H V
TH (4)=TH\,2 4=T(4
1-uj(I) =-T,61( I) $ TL-(2) =Tirj2) 1; TH( 3) =TH(3 ) $TH( 4 -~ 4
y ( 1) =yc1
N =3
wITTE(6,-100)
100 F0ORMvAT (///0X*VIEHICLE COONOINATFS*/
11 I )*y c.4 * 0 *4A*A* I5A*COOpD IN~ATFS*)
30 D0o 11()I hi
(] =X( T)-X
A~ ( T A (T H ( I'+1)) ..TlktJ (TH (I))) /, / (X2-XI)
WRTE(b96'4) X(T) ,X(1+ 1 ) ,AfBC
ra9 F0-RfAWAT(1CXbLll. 3 )
1 CON T. IUE
1 T 1
X (1) = x C 15X (2) 1.i 40 1 (XV2-X V I
y ( 3) = xc2
TH( 2) = IHC2
y (1 yV I
101 F6RMvxT(/0*Oi COOROjNATES*/
11 5X*X4i4X*TlU* 4,A*X*)i Si*C0OkD IrxATFS*)(,O TO ;
2U CO0NMT I r.! J
P F UP r-j
F-N D
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SU8R()ljTTfE GE;1 (XAYASL-A9XBYBSLBi9XC.YC)
XC ( YB-YA~bLA*YX ASL864k) /(SL A-SL3)
YC=YA+5A* IXC-XA)
R ET U RN
END
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SUPROij TjNE ERrIR (I9ITXIE~,F9Y],FRl)
IF(IT.1LT.15) GO TO 12
WRTTE U)' 3)




12 IF(IT.GT,2) GO0 TO 14
IF (X.F!74.Xl) K=Y.02~
REF T U R!,
14 XD=X)-LRl*(X-XA1)/CEN.ER1)
X VX




LISTING OF EQUILIBRIUM FLOW PROGRAM
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PROGRAM N\OZD(INPUIT9OUTPUTTAPEr,=INPUTTAPE6'OUTPUT)
COMMONI/A/P1rI;M G T 1ei I
CommoN/P/xAYA *Xp ,YH XCVYCg Xneyn,









COMH1ON / THPM AX/ TH PMA X
nIMENSfION HOL(jI),HOLE(6)9DN1JEe1o)
DATA HO[ _F/2HE0,2HF1 ,2HE29,2HE3,,HE4,2HF5/






HJ=FH (PI PH1 eTT)
GT=IFGAM (TI ,PI qpHT)
RHI=RHEO (HI ,PI .PHI ,TI)
TAUPC=O.
READ (e, 100) XVl9yVl9xv 2,XlG1 yCi ,XC29D'yVDNJC
f)NUC~r)Nt-c/57,-
PE~lD (qqq?) ICF,nXCtJTFDTH, IPRIPOLY









1020 FORMAT( 14X*E Q U I L I 8 R 1 U M F L 0 w N 0 7 Z L E D E
1 s I r, N*)




5930 FORMAT (///6 YA*X/I*IX*YV1*10X*X\ 2*X*xG1*10x*yCl*lox*XC2*l0x*DyV*/
wpTTEt6 *59 23 ) X~klFqYSHF
5923 FoPMAT(qX*MOMEN,T AXIS*/12X*X =*F13o5/12X*Y m'*Fl395///i
WRITE 6, 1001.) AZ,RZoCZ
1001 FOPRAAT(qx*LATEPAL EXPANSION EOIIATION*/9Xt22HZ(X) = AZ4X**2 +BZ*XGCZ
1/12X*AZ =*E13*c;/12X*BZ =*E13,5/12x*CZ =4E13,5)
XC?2=xC?









6364 FORMAT(IH131X*TDFAL THRUST =*Ei'2,4)
YCP=Yrl+TAN(THCJ)*(XC2-XCI)
YV2=Yr2+[)YV











































































































2?0 cOMT I UE
CALL PM C r)U35,PE59 TE5,EME5.GE5.(,E5,PHF5)
FPQ5=(R03T-RQ3n) /PQ3n
TF(A8S(FRO5)eLT~i.E-03) GO TO p3C
CALL FRROR (22o cITF5DNU35,ERO5, 1,1 ,Nu 351 '-PO5i)
Go To 220
.230 CONIT mUJE
XMLE A ST N (1 9 /FMF!;)
SL2T=CTANCTHY!-XM[ Y)+TAN(THF,54XM0ES))/2q
YV.2T=yYYSL2T* (XV2-XY)
IF(IT7*EO.1.AND*YV2T.GT*YV2) Go TO 542
FZ=Yv2T-YV2
TF(AiRS(F 7 ).LTjF-03)GO TO 540
TF(DNtiC.E"Q,) GO TO 540














CALL, P 1X XC3 9 yc3 9 THC39 XMUC39 xC?9 yC29THE9 0q9 XFT9 yFTTHFXMUFT9EMFT9
1GFT9
IPFT9TFTePHFT9UF'TODNUE2)
TF(XFGT.XFT) no To 300









CALL pM(DNUE1 ,PE1 9TEl ,EME1 QGE1 QLJE1 RHFl)
THFI=THI +DN(.V-DNUC- (1 ,"RAT) *TAIJC
CALL FIX (XC29YC2,THEO0, ,XFYF9THFXMUFOXElYE1.THE1,XLJE1,EME1,
IGFI
1PEl 'TFl PHE1 FUEl DNLJEl)
TF(ITF1,FQ*1) rIO TO 369
TIT~l1
GO To 368
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369 CONTTIUE
300 CONTTIUE







OnlU I =DNJC+T A UC+P AT* (DNUV-T A JC)
CALL PM(DNUE1,PE1,TElEME1 ,GF1,uElRHFI)
THEI,=THI wDNl.iCTAUC+RAT*(DNUv,.TAUC)
CALL rIX(XC3 PYc39THC39XMUC39XC?,VC2,THE9O0 'XE1 9YElTHF19XMULE19EMEI
I ,GE1,
lPE1lTE1qPHElUEjDNUEl)






p NLU E 1 = NlU E 2
CALL PM (nNUE3,PE3,TE3,EME3,GF31tJE3,RHF3)
XM(JE3=ASTN (1 /FMF3)
TF(ITAUNE0 1) AO TO 311




311 C 0N T T tJ E
THS=THEi
PHG=RHE3 % UG=UE3






IF(Cxr,GT.xG-T) GO TO 350
3588 CONTHUECALL rIX (XC29YC2,THEI9h 9XGYG9eTHGXU9E',HXMUMUE3FME30
1PE3vTF39PHE3o'JF3,I)NUE3,
7G=GPTZ(XG)
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CALL FIX (XGYGqTHGvXMUG#XC2,YC~qTHE vn ,XE4*YE4,THE4,xmUE4qEME4,
3 PE4,1F4qPHE4,UFC4,rNUE4)









362 YV4=AVFPV* CXV4.,XV3) ,CV* (XV4-x..V) **2
TH V4=A TAN (FHV 2. *CV(X V4"XV3)
TA U V 4=T HV4 -T HV3
SN U V 4=DNI v + 20 *TA U+TA UPV 4
CALL pM (nNUY.4,PV4,TV4,E'MV4,Gv4,.1V4,RHV4)
CALL FIX (XV4,YV4, .7854,0. 9XV49YV4,0. ,e. XV4,YV4,THV4,XMUV4,EMV4,
1S4V41 pV49TV4q RHv4* UV49 DNU V4)
FPV4= CYV4T-YV4) /YV?
TF(AA-S(FpV 4 )-LT-I..E-03) GO TO 361
CALL ERPORC361. ITV4,XV4,ERV4,1.1 9 XV41.ERV41j
7V4G FTZ (XV4)
TF(1TV4 jFQ91) GO0 TO 361
eno TO 362
361 rONUE4=DNIIV4
TF(YE3 .LF.YE2 ) GO TO 460
CALL pM(DNUE4,PE49TE4,EME4,GE4,IjE4gRHF4)
THE4=THV4





CALL pIX eXD,YU,THD 9XMUDXC2,YC2,THEO. ,XE3,YE3,THE3QXMULE3,EME3,
1PE3,TF3qRHE3,UF3voNUF3)
TF(YEIoL~oYF2) Gn TO 460
SLE4zTAN THV3..YmIIV3)
CA~LL. GEM(XV 3 9YV3oSLE49XC2 9YC?9cLE9XE4,YE4)
371 C r)\1 T T\
Pb4T=CYE4.YV2)/(YE3-YVP)
P!~.I~~DNV+TU4PT*(DNU.C-TAUJ)
TH-L4r4&rHi +0NI I"'TAU-R4T* (tDhIJCTAUJ)
CA~LL FI) X(XC2 9YCR tTHE 9o * 9 XV3 9YVI tTHV3 9XMUV3 9XE4 9YE4 9THF4 9XMJE4 9EME 4
1,q-
1 DF4 TF4 5,PHF4 9 Ut4 qDMUE4)




360 ci T ~Ur
TFPY~i.LF?.YE?) GO TO 460
TR 188 Page A3-7
(I X?(2)=XF) $ x2(3)=vc,2 % X1(4)=Xr3 $ X2(9)=XI-4
(6
v,?(I).jC? Y2(2)=YEI. % Y2(.3)=YF2 $ YP(4)=YFl 1; Y2(ci)'YE4
YP(6)=YV2 s EMp(l)=EMEO s EM2(p)=FMEJ s EM2(3)=EME2 $ EM2(4)=EME3
r.M?(t;)=FME4 $ FM?(6)=EME5 $ TH?(I)=THFO $ THR(2)=THrl
THP(3)=THE2 $ THP(4)=THE3 $ TH-;)(5)=THr4 $ TH2(6)=THF5
DNUE(])=DNUEO t nNUE(2)=DNUFj !; DNUE(.,I)=DNUF2 $ DNUE(4)=DNUE3
DNUE (c;) =r)NUE4 s DNUE(6)=DN(,Er
PH2(1)=RHEO $ RH2(2)=PHFI $ PHP(3)=RHr2 $ RH2(4)=RHF3
PH2(5)=PHE4 $ pHP(6)=RHE5
t,)2(1)=UFO $ U2(2)=(JEJ $ UP(3)=I.IF2 $ UpW =UF3 $ U2(r) UE4
1)2 (6) =UFS
G2(1)*GF0 $ G2 2)=GEJ s G2(3)=r-.P*2 s G7
-(4)=GF3 s G?(.)'rE4
G2(6)=GE5
P?(l)=PEO $ P2(2)=PEI $ P2(3)=DF2 $ P2(4)=PF3 $ P2(5)-:PE4
PP(6)=PEr,























1004 voRMAT( 32x*Yc2 =*EI2,4/IPX*DNUv =*F12,4/32X*DNLJC =4*02.4/












1005 FORMAT(2nX*NO r POTNT*)
TF(XF-L-EXFT) WRTTE(691010)HOL'tq)9XFOYFVZFqTFF9EMFor)Niir)OPFQTF
Tf-,,XC.GT.XGT) WRTTE(601006)
1006 F.ol-: -iAT(20X*N0 G PnTNT*)






TF(ISHE0.1) Gn To 7384

















450 CONIT T mUF
6000 CONTNUE
5ooO C o KiT T r\i U E
FND
TR 188 Page A3-9
OMr 0 t/ Y Y Prt!CAj 9Y1XL) YV9L)
rHA rn i2- I I ji
THA=Tii1
CALL PJX(XUIYCliTHIi qXMUI,9XNf1,YV1,TH1 ,xlu I
1 ~A 0 T A I H lk * L A q 'GAj
H-= TH4 r)'\UC
y~ ~ 1 I A T
P 91 ' !Ij' F'Rki. i<HBU i UC
-------
Hr=TiHI +L)' ) /
ALL P M~fNVPCLCG-,(P
CALL FIX 9X~bT4,MAAjy1T11CAtlOCl ,XC9YCTHGXM4UCtE'MC9GC,
1P ~ 9 o jc U l i \! J v
60 f) li f)j Nu ~+ L) U C
C ALL r ( N1\'U 0 r) o T) , t. ID , L) ~ D R
C,,O- t- F.I X (Xt3 9 *j TFIq A, i . qXCH,Xc Y~ ,THCq A MU(- 9 XI), f L(0 TH (3 XMLjP[)~ T,) HiiU U1) , 2'!
E tw
TR 188 Page A3-10
XV3vYV39THV3*XV2vXV4vTAUqDNUVo
;UEIROUTTr E THRI.JST(XVoYV19FMV1























TF(TPP.Eo.1) GO TO 50
wR ITF'(6 * I 10)
11.0 FOPM4T(///35X*VEHTCLE UNDERStiRrACE*/7x*X*12X*Y*12X*7*qX*P/PINF*
IAX*M4rH4 9X*LIFT*RX*THRUST*7XI Mr) iFN IT*)
wRTTE(69100) XA9YAqZAqPxqEMAqXI-TF9XTHqxmOm
50 CONTINNE






















TF(IPP-EQ-1) Go To 51
IIRTTE(61,100) XtgYAqZAgPXgEt4A9X'I.-IFgXTHXMOM
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51 rONTTNtUE













































































































1 PH Re UP 9DK!LJB)
PR=PQ-PTmF
nUM=(pA+pS)*(ZP+7A)/4,





















wPRIT(6 9 4?03) YLIF
4203 FORMAT(///20X*TOTAL LIFT =*E12,4)
WRITE(691008) XTH
1008 FORMAT(/2OX*THPUST (FROM COWL AND VEHICLE UNDERSURFACE) =*E12. 4 )
wPITE1 6,4206) xMOM
4206 FORMAT(/20X*MOMENT (FROM COWL AND VEHICLE UNDERSURFACe) =*E12.4)
IF(THx*LT.*1.E+n9) GO TO 4201
WRIT-(6,4200)
4200 FORMAT(/2?OX*EXIT PROFILE AND TwRUST AND MOMENT (FROM SIDE wALLS N
InT CAI CULATEo*)
GO TO 4212
4201 IF(THX.GT,0.) r0O TO 4205
wPRITr(6,p420+) THX
4204 FORMAT(/2OX*THRUST (FROM SIDE WALLS) :*E12,4)
PMOMI=0.
WRTTE(64211) PMOM1










1563 FbRMAT(/40X*PEPCENT THRUST LOSS =*F6.,3)
RETURNI
FND


























7 (J) =r-ET7 (X (J)
20 0,o jT I mUE
lo cotITTtoUE


















r)tpil =. 5* (F 1* (Y ( I - I ) -YSHF) +F?* (y ( I ) -YSwF)
DLJM2=,5*(Wl*(X(1-1,).XSH.F)+W2*(Y(T)-XSHF))
PMO l=PMOM+(DUMI-n(JM2)*(Y(l)-Y(T-1))




















FSo~s0RT (EM (I) *EM (DI) .)
XNU2=OUM*ATAN (FTSQ/DUM) "ATAN (ETSQ)
XNU11=)UM4 ATAN (PSQ/DUM)-ATAN (ESrn)
xNU(,I T)xt\U (I) *XNt.2-XNJ1






TR 188 Page A3-16
SUBRuTINE FIX cXl YI ,THl XMUi ,'vY2TH2,xmu?,X3,V3,TH,XMU3,EM3 9,3
I ,P39T39PH39U3vDNU3)
COMMON/ni/ AZRZqCZ





CALL GEM (Xl ,YI 0Stl X2,Y2,SL2,X3 ,Y3)
IF (X3*LT.0,) WRITE (6,100)


















1F (XmlI1 *FQ. 0* ) 5L1,3=SLI
SL23=sL2,2.+.5*TAN(TH3.XMU3)
IF(XMU2,EO.O.,SL 23=SL2
CALL GEm CX1,y1g,Sll3,X2,y~gSL23,X3,y3 )
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;U8RoIjTTINE THM (RHI ,UI PI ,PINFYV1 ,YC1 ,DYVXV2,THPMAXDNUVD)NUC9XC2
1)








IF(AR-r(E-PT).,LT.1,EwO4) Go To 2'







TR 188 Page A3-18
F UNCT ''I FM(X ,()
MX' (1, +(ll ) /2**XMi**2) **((c+1) /2, /((.G-i ))
RETURF
F. ', F
TR 188 Page A3-19
Xc= (Y Y\+bL A*X A -SLtb*xtj) (Sl-A -. ;LB)
Rj-TU~b~
TR 188 Page A3-20
~1FN)Lji I r'cL ERROR~ (I' IT' XqER 'F9 --H' l)
rT=J t i
14 RT T;r ,b 13 )
34 ORii, T ( *RNNUR TEST r4LWHER *
.RTT-V ((,U*) f
2 V FoRtlAT(T ,)
e TFt1T.(-T.1) (30 TO 14+
F RI = E
Y1 =X *
I=xF ( X X -+~ - .
FfqI =Ip
't1 X
R F T U R
TR 188 Page A3-21
SU8HnijI IL FPOLY(XV1,YV1,ThIoXV1,THV3,XVI29THv2,
COk ,M1 X/~ii~?,A1JA21 ,A2,A?3,A31,AJ~,A33
rCONMUMN/POL/ IP-oTPOLy
rI MtANr,1ON A ( 10) 9Y (1I0) ,Tr (10)
TF(IPrfLYEk-4l -GO TO 20
3 () V 3




Ti( 1 )-TH( ) ; TH(2)=-TH(2) $ H(3)=-rH(3) T, TH(4)=-TA(4)
100) FO~iRfT j ///jL~() *vECHICLE COU) DIATF
3o DO In I=1'N
A= ( Tat.n ( T- ( I + I -TAN (THi 1I) 12 !(X2- 4
y ( T +I =.X *Ke+ ,X +
oP TTE- (6 1-9) )( X T )X ( I + 1 ,AF3,C
TF(I ). (j7' To- 2C0
'3) =xu-
T;H I Hr,
1 C I FoRm, "-T /3A*(;()WI- COUfHJ I T ES*/
1. 1.*X *4X* U*4+X*X(*1IbA+\CO')WU1NIA TrSc*)
RF T U R
TR 188 Page A3-22
.SUBROIJ IL P ({Ni P2s T2 EM. 2G iJ2 . ,IRH12)




T F (OTH GE * fU\UJ ) !)TH=NU






f"0 1' =1 FAr
TF ( I EU. IF AN) UTH=LDNU-XNU
XIUI , N (I */1
1 =0J ! , ] /C()J ( I
P?=--91 * Th*P I
PH2 =H (P*r ( / 2
P2 P P (p2)R...= PXp (i)
- /ll=. - . . .
YI= ( ?P I ) - T=)
-- ~~~~ N LU] -':.< I +l D I Ht.".
F 2l=G ! l'. . GI/C ( I'.I1,) )PPR2PPR1
M2=-HT . ]/ P
.... ... ~ ~ ~ .\ 1_ ! ,7 = (y .p i .
P 2 = P2 P /
Ill =/..-/ H P
, H-+P=I42 d
10, ('QNII TMUF
T 1:F r~ (H~' P tb'l ,I
GP Fx3p ( 'P P*P I )
A 2=-P2P/HH2
P- ?=Sn T (U / )
.YNU xNUFI{lh
" K1 = P
....... . EM i =E.M+d
I!1 =U.);
10J CON I f Utt-
tl2=S pl (U2)
RETUR,'
TR 188 Page A3-23
FUNCTTU- F I (P ,F.HS)
I)ATA Tb3/')/





79= 12 *A1*Ai0 -. 275*AI
TT=)
TF(Ib ,EO.1) 0n TO 1000
T63="
70-150U ,
IF(F I EI-. ,) 60 TO d10
TO T
10Ou rON 1T 'iUE
TIF(F..LT., ) (30 TO 4tO
rO Tr' 12
50 I-0= (ii. M Ir
IF(AB (E ) .LF.I.F-04 ) GO TO 34 -
500 T = T( 1.1
50e IT=?
IF(FL,.*) O TO 400
,O T ) 12n
IF(A;SIE!).LI.1. *E- 0 4 ) GO TO 34
IT=I T 1 1
IF(II LT 1) 0 TO 10
IF('R's(T-2UUo).,LT.10.) GO TO 30.
WRTi-Co),3k) PHS 1
-H31 FORf"iAT(* E-NkRO I! FI*/* P1 = *513,5 I*~1, E35 5,vT i E13,5
STOP




- IF ( , ,I.I*e ) GO TO 400
r0 To 1?"0 1"(j lp.
5. WRIT: 0,il E
-ii FORP.TT(* !*T'P Re,TUNR IN FT SET TO 200 ERPOq 135)
(O T: , 3 ..




TF(FL. .) I , U I0 400
12U A=1, F.U7 (- 10 4*F2 +,8?42*F+ 987)
R=.0, 1*(.01(b F;:. + 15034, +,93)
C=-, pa¢ d  + I'3 1 , .3
IF(F. 6i., , )  fP 0 190
A= * ~g7*( f67 ' * . 4 84F+ * 4)
. 001 * (-*I I* * I * 11•+~ , " ,(6
C=_ TFF(eI . UUV) c7 B .)9J
1 -) TF(I .. t 2U U U 60 To e-90
TR 188 Page A3-24
0=.01)001*(1.Y4*F2 +.39H3*F+ 31)
p=*,oj1 (-9* 0 5 *p 2  -,UT917*F .24;,)
C=10] .F2 ..1183F+,97
IF(F.I E. ). GU 10o 290
A=,000J1*(4.61j*F2 -13.9*F+11.r,;q)
. = - 0 0 1*(-2 , +b6d 62*'-52, 1)
C=27, r - . -P l34F+58,39
q90 H1=A*T*T+L*I C
. .... . TF (1 . t.j 0 00. ) (0 T 370
141=H1 (I. +(I .+F) (T/2000,-1.) o 9)
3 7 u CONT ITUE -
GO TO 35(.
40U T2=T*T
T 3 = T R *'!
T 4 =T .T
TS=T4 *I
IF(F t 1. 1,5) 1O TO 450
-. XMM1= b fJ
A 2=-5.V 12 6Db e-03
- . 3=3.±bi 4t-~1 5
A4=4 .7 1 54dE- 0,
AS=9.5 1Q3t E- 1
A6=-1 , k! I 6O3?iE + 04
¢0 TO 4,,
450 CONI'TIr U
-3=2 , b6 3/4E1 . 6
.1,4 156 0e7eE- 8
,5 .2 3869 9E-l
A6=5,l 3 b. i4 + 3
4 60 l'] 1 .l" I+ +A dl /2* a3"4"3!3,,+A44RTa/4,+*As' "[ 5 A6
H 1 = l oA 1 4 *AI / , L U




TR 188 Page A3-25
7i 1 =1 T H1 qF 91-1)
T=Tl /I~
1F T **U U.0 0 0 T'j ? 0 3
IAF T26
0 ~ TO 0 - ------ --- --
2 U3u F F=F4 F
A- = - 2 ?F IFF+ * 1 3t
R=8. 0 1*FF- I b42*RF6 ,66
('=- 1. (~~6i .  d jj 3 .; I' *F+' 14 .5
4-37 ,,* F~L0 ( + , . () )* -+ 4 * O P /~ -
T!~ F FL:T I.* (O T () 2i~ 1 b **0
* ;?e*4 FF2 2. J(3*?E+ I.9 05
P*' 7f,*FF. (9 DO*F -8 .68
226 -,FF b0 L 26
JF (K\Ft.-I) X1M2J, 0i'3
216U p~HFo~t * 1 t'/I / 3!,143'b,24 '8E-2/-3?, i(
F NF
TR 188 Page A3-26
F UNCTTUNi FuAfi (T 1 P1F)
T=T1/ 1 * .
PP1 s], 013!DbE+'5/2116
Y= 0.
SIF(F.I r.(.) 0( TO SO
IF(T.IL.1000.) GO TO 44()
x iM=-I.FK-UB*I +,00091*T-O06Q5
440 KH=4.F-nt9*!2 .-. O0000e*T-.19
IF(FLI.. ! t* T!' 470
XN=..3 39SUT(fT) -. 0U0391*T- F8)
47U G:.,R33F.-37*VI .,000(175*.T *,7
IF(T,.I. ou.) C'O TO 520
G=2. -Us*T -. 00O13H8"T+1 ,423
TF(T 1.20U0o ) Co TO 520
G=; fE-0*T. -00U457*i+1,85
520 G=G+k,*(pLUG(P)/2.3-5.)+XN(F-,.)
-- o "r O b'n .. ..
55U T3T?1
T 4 =T'! * 1
CP=A1 TA2T+A3*T24A4*T3+A5*T4
G=CP* (CP"-1 )
b530 ( ONI U FuE
', f- TU ; -
FGA G
RF TUFrF, r)
TR 188 Page A3-27
FUN(:1 TO NT FHl (P t- j T , I)
IF (F. 1  0'.) 1; TO 40
j~u +,6:u*(.~fa*2 *~24+987)
*1 U~K11ji*Fp ,.1503*F+, 93)
b * e~ +,,61'3 + .* .,
9 1 A=)-.F-7*(1,787*P2 -5*46*FP13.4)
* %] (- Jb (F?+ 1.11% +.176)
.o fJ oC
190 IF' (F : r-' 1' 1 GO 0 TC 19 2
(-9 (l(c05*r7-2 .. ,79 17 *F +2-
19e 0 n L; *(14 . 61 *F~2 - 1-4.9*F+ I 1 9)
29 H1=A*T'*T8*T~iC
IF (1.~ ) &, TU 370
3 0 Tlh' 3!*FL'-
40U T 2K1T
r :3 4 V T
T ~5 T'/, I-F
HI= I+tp*'T2/p'. +A23*r3/3., A~4*T', /4,, +A~5*T54.A6
~ ~~1 ?3 4 ml ;,-.I J.
FMO
